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ABSTRACT

-
A statically-balanced direct drive robot

manipulator Is being constructed at the University of

Minnesota for analysIs of manufacturing tasks such as

deburrlng and grinding when Impedance Control

(8,10,11) Is used to control the robot. This mechanism

using a four bar linkage Is designed without extro

counterweights. As a result of elimination of the

gravity forces on the drive system, smaller octuators

(and consequently smaller amplifiers) are chosen to

guarantee the acceleration of about 5g Without

overheating the motors. ThiS mechanism results In

closed-form solution for Inverse kinematics. The

closed-form solutions for dynomlc and Inverse

kinematic have been derived. High torque, low speed

brush-less AC synchronous motors ar,e used to power

the robot. The relatively "large" workspace of this

configuration Is suitable for monufocturlng tasks.

Graphite epoxy composite material Is being used for the

construction of the robot links.

INTRODUCTION

arms are discussed here:
1. S~eed. The moneuverlng speed of the direct drive

orms Is not necessarily greater than the non-direct

drlv~ orms. The maximum achievable speed for a given

orc~ltecture depends on the transmIssion ratio. The

optlfal transmission ratio Is a function of the InertIa of

the links. A simple example In the appendix shows that
Ifor a given architecture a non-direct drive arm can be

fostler than a direct drive arm.
2. Stl~tlc Pauload. It Is obVIOUS that for a given set of

motfrs. direct drive arms have lower static payload

tho1 the non-direct drIve arms. This Is because of the

Inherent evident property of reducer transmission

syst1ems.
3. O¥erheatlng. ELImination of the transmission system

cau~es the Inertial force ond the grovltatlonal force

of the lInks affect the motors. In other words, the
Imotors "feel" the Inertlol and the gravitational forces

witHout ony reduction In size. The direct effect of the

forc~s cause the motors to overheat In the direct drive

ormr. ThiS overheating exists even In the static case

when the arm Is only under Its static load, and grovlty
I

Is the only dominant force In the system.

4. AACkLfI~h find Friction. The direct drive arms are

fre~ from mechanical backlash and friction due to

ellmlnotlon of transmission systems. A small mechanical

bOC~loshln the transmission system causes the gear

teeth to wear faster. The high rate of weorln the gear
Idevelops even larger backlash. About 25% of the

torque In non-dlr~ct drive arms are used to overcome

A noveL staticaLLy baLanced direct drive arm, with

a four bar Link mechanism hos been designed for

compensation of some of the drawbacks of s.erlaL

type[1.2] and paraLLeLogram type [3,4] direct drive

arms. Before describing the properties of this orm,

some disadvantages and advantages of direct drive



The following scenario reveals the crucial needs

for adaptive electronic compliance control

(1m edance Control)(S,10,II) In manufacturing.

Consider an assembly operation by a human worker.

There are some parts on the table to be assembled.

Eac time that the worker decides to reach the table

and pick a part, she/he Olwoys encounters the table

wit non-zero speed. The worker assembles the parts

wit 0 non-zero speed also. The ability of the human

hen In encountering an unknown end unstructured

env ronment(9,17), with non-zero speed, ellows for a

hlg er speed of operation. This ability In human beings

fle s the existence of a compliance control mechonlsm

In biological systems that guarontees the

'co trollabillty' of contoct forces In constrained

meneuverlng, In oddltlon to high speed maneuvering In

unc nstralned environment. With the existing state of

tec nology we do not have an Integrated sensory

rob tic ossembly system that can encounter on

uns ructured environment as e humon worker can. No

robotic ossembly system Is faster than a
hum n hand. The complloncy In the human hand allows

the worker to encounter the environment with

non zero speed. The above example does not Imply

thet we choose to Imltote human being factory level

phy lologlcal/psychologlcal behovlor as our model to
dev lop en overall control systems for monufacturlng

tasks such as assembly ond finishing processes. We

stoted this example to show 1) A reliable and

optl um solution for simple manufacturing tasks such

as ssembly does not exist; 2) the existence of an

effl lent, fost compliance control system In human

bel gs thot allows for superior and faster

per ormance. We believe that Impedance Control Is

one of the key Issues In development of high speed

men focturlng operations. A direct drive robot orm Is

being constructed at the University of Mlnnesoto to

Inv stlgate high speed monufocturlng tasks (In

pe Icular deburrlng and grinding) under Impedance

Con rol methodology.

the frlctlon(6).

5. StructurRl f;tlffne~~. The structural stiffness of the

direct drive arms are greater than the non-direct

drive systems. About 80 % of the total mechanical

compliance In most non-direct drive Industrial robots
are caused by transmission systems(7.16). The high

structural stIffness allows for wide qandwldth control.

The low structural stiffness of non-tjlrect drive arms

due to existence of many mechanical elements In the

transmission system, IS a limiting factol- on achievement
of a relatively wide bendwldth control system.(10,11,12)

6. PerformRnce Rnd Cnntrnl. Because of ellmlnetlon of

the transmission systems, and consequently backlash,

the control and performance anet.ysl~; of direct drive

arms are more straightforward than the non-direct

(drive arms not necessarily "easier").

7. Accuracu. The accuracy of dlrel:t drive arms Is

questionable. The lack of the trensmlsslon system

eliminates cogglng. backlash, and Its corresponding

limit cycle In the control system. On th,e other hand the

motor vibrations In the direct drive systems are

directly transferred to the robot end point.
ThiS paper presents the work on the design of a

self balanced direct drive arm with e four bar linkage.

The architecture of this arm IS such that the gravity

term IS completely eliminated from the dynemlc

equatIons. This balanced mechanism IS designed without

adding any extra counterbalance weights. The new

features of this new design are as fol.lows:
I. Since the motors never get affected by gravity, the

static load Will be zero and no overheating results In

the system In static case.

II. Because of the elimination of the gravity terms,

smaller motors With less stall. torque (and

consequently smaller amplifiers) can be chosen for e
desired acceleration.

III. Because of the lack of grevlt!J terms, hlg.her

accuracy can be achieved. This Is true because the links

have steady deflection due to constant grevlty effect.

This will give better accurecy and repeetability for

fine manipulation tasks.

IV. As depicted In Figure 2. the architecture of this

robot allows for a "large" work-space. The

work-space of this robot Is quite attlractlve from the

stand point of manufecturlng tasks such as assembly

and deburrlng.

ARC~ITECTURE

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the

University of Minnesota direct drive arm. The arm has

three degrees of freedom, a~~ of which are artlcu~ated

drlv Joints. Motor 1 powers the system about a

ver Ica~ axis. Motor 2 pitches the entire four bar

~Ink ge whl~e motor '3 Is used to power the four bar

MOTIVATION
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linkage. Link 2 Is directly connected to the shaft of

motor 2. Figure 2 shows the top view and side view of

the robot. The coordinate frame :~IYI21 has been

assigned to link I of the robot for 1-1,2,..,5. The center

of coordinate frame XIY121 corresponding to link 1 IS

located at point 0 as shown In figure 2. The center of

the Inertial global coordinate frame XoYo20 Is also

located at point 0 (The global coordlrlate frame Is not

shown In the figures ). The Joint angles are

represented by SI. S2. and S3' SI represents the

rotation of link 1; coordinate frame XIY 121 coincides

on global coordinate frame XoYo20 when SI- O. S2

represents the pitch angle of the four bar linkage as

shown In figure 2. S3 represents the angle between

link 2 and link 3. Shown are the condl1:lons under which

the gravity terms are eliminated from the dynamic

equations.

where:

ml- mass of each link,

L, -length of each link,

"")(1- the distance of center of mass from the

origin of each coordInate frame,

mt3 -mass of motor 3.
Co dltlons 1 and 2 result In:

m3">f3 -m4Ls -mSXS -0 (3)

9 (m lt3 + m5) -m2X2 -m3(~ -9)

-m4( .X4 -9 ) -0 (4)

--.."
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Figure 3 shows the four bar linkage with assigned

coordinate frames. By Inspection the conditions under

which the vector of gravity passes through origin, 0,

for all possible values of el and e3 are given by

equations 1 and 2.
motor 1

Side View( m3X3 -m..L5 -m5X5

0..,

sin 63 -0 (1)

FI~ure 2: The Side View ond Top View of the
I Robot(2)

9 (mt3 + m5) -m2X2 -m3(L2 -g) -m4(X4 -9 )

-( m3X3 -m4L5 -m5X5 ) case3 -0
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If equotlons 3 ond 4 ore sotlsfled, then the

center of grovlty of the four bor llnkoge passes

through point 0 for all the possible configurations of

the arm. Note that the gravity fo,rce still passes

through-O even If the plane of the four bar linkage Is

tilted by motor 2 for all values of 62'

(Xi I nd 61 are LInk parameters. The LInk parameters of

the arm are l.lsted In tabl.e 1. Note that the

coo dlnate frame Xly IZ1 coincides with the gl.obal.

coo dlnate frame, XoYoZo,when 611s zero.

x

e.- ! he dlstence from 21 to z.+1 meesured et.ong xt;

(XI- the engt.e between z. end z.+1 meesured ebout xt;

Ci. -he dlstence from Xt-lto XI meesured et.ong z.;
el- he engt.e between Xt-1 end XI meesured ebout z.;

Figyre 4: link Coordinates and Parameters

TobLe 1: LInk porometers

-~~~~~~~ ~;~~~~-r~~~;~~~~- ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~.
XIYIZI 0 too 61

X2Y2Z2 900 0 0 62

3Y3Z3 -900 L2 -9 0 63

XeYeZe 0 l3 -Ls 0 0

As ume end point coordinate frame XeYeZe has
t e same orientation as coordinate frame X3"'3Z3

Figure 3: Four Bar LInk Mechanlslm

FORWARD KINEMATICS

The forward kinematic problem Is to compute the

position of the end point In the global coordinate

frame XoYoZo. given the Joint angles. BI. B2. and B3-

The Joint coordinate relationship of I c:oordlnate frame

relative to 1-1 coordinate frame In I'lgure 4 can be

represented by the homogeneous transformation
matrix I-IT I that follows the modified

Denavlt-Hartenberg notation. (6)

t The homogeneous tronsformotlon motrlx. whiCh

des rlbes the position ond orlentotlon of coordlnote

fro e XeYeZe with respect to the gLoboL coordlnote

fro e XoYoZo Is given by

°T.

-CIC2S;S -C1S2

-SIC;S

(CIC2C3- 5,53) (L3-L5)
+ CIC2( L2 -9)

0

-SIC2S3

+CIC3

-8182 (S,C2C3+CIS3)(L3-L5)
+ S1C2 ( L2 -9 )-S~I-1

(6)

I-IT. 

- (5)

CCtI-1
-5253 C2 52 (L2 -9)

+ 52C3 ( L3- L5
0

a 0
Sand C refer to Sine and Cosine funlctlons, and a I' d.,
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where SI = Sin (61)' and CI -COB (61)
where MIl -II + C22( 133 + 123 +155 + 2C3135 + ly2

-2 2 2 2+ M2X2 )+ 52 (53 133 + ly3) + C3 Ix3 + Ix2)

M12 -5253( 135 + C3( 133 + 1y3 -1x3 ))

M 13 -C2( 133 + 123 + C3135 )

M22 -1z2 + M2X22 + C32(133 + 1y3) + 5321x3 + 155

+ 2C3135

M33 -133 + 123

CE12 -C253( 135 + C3( 133 + 1Y3 -1x3 ))

CE13 --C2S3135

CE21 -S2C2( 1Y2 -1x2 + M2X22 -5321Y3

+ C32( 133 -1x3 ) + 155 + 1z3 + 2C3135 )

CE31 -S3( C22135 -S22C3( 133 + 1Y3 -1x3 ))

CE32 -S3( 135 + C3( 133 + 1y3 -1x3 ))

COIl --2CE21

CO12 --2CE31

CO13 --S2( 2S32133 + 123 + cos2e3 ( 1x3 -ly3 ))

C022 -52( 2C32133 + 123 + 2C3135

-cos2e3 ( 1x3 -1y3))

C023 --2CE32

CO31 --S2( 133 + cos2e3 ( 133 + 1Y3 -1x3 )

+ 123 + 2C3135 )

whe e 133 -m3x32 + m4L52 + m5x52

155 -m3(L2 -9 )2 + m4 (X4 -g)2 + m5 g2

135 -m3x3(L2 -9 ) -m4 (X4 -g)L5 + m5x5g

M2 -mt3 + m2

I x I' I y I. ond Iz lore the moss moments of Inertia

relo lye to x, 1;/. z oxls ot the center of moss of a link I.

The gravltl;/ term, G(e) becomes zero when equations

3, 4 are satisfied In the arm. This condition holds for

all osslble configurations.

INVERSE KINEMATICS

The Inverse kinematic probl.em Is to cal.cul.ate the

Joint angl.es for a given end point position With respect

to gl.obal. coordinate frame. The cl.osed-form of

Inverse kinematics of the proposed arm derived using

the standard method(6.15). The end point position of

the robot rel.atlve to the gl.obal. coo'rdlnote frame Is

characterized by px. Py. and Pzo The Joint angl.es for

the given end point position con be l:Jetermlned using

the fol.l.oWlng equations

6, -atan2( Py' Px ) -atan2 ((L3- L5) slne3,

t/px~ + Py~ -(L3- L5)2sln2e3 (7)

Pz
e2 -sin-I (8)

L2- 9) + (L3- Ls COS63

p2+p2+ P 2, x y z -( L2 -9 ) 2 ..(L3- Ls ) ~

S3 -COS-1 (9)
2 ( L2 -9 ) (L3- L5

DYNAMICS

The closed-form dynamic equations have been

derived for the purpose of control~ler design. The

dynamic behavior of the arm can be j:lresented by the

following equation (5.6)

(10)M(S)e + CE(S)(S2) + CO(S)(S s)+ G(S) -'t"

MOTPR AND THE CAD SOFTWARE
Where:

'('- ('('1 '('2 '('3 JT 3x1 vector of the motor torques,

M (eJ 3x3 position <;jependent symmetric

positive definite In,ertla matrix,

3x3 centrifugal. coefficients matrix,

3x3 Corlol.ls coefficients matrix,

3x1 vector of gravity force,

(S'1 S'2 S.3JT

e1e2 e1e3 e2e3 JT

e12 e22 e32 JT

CE(8)

CO(8)

G (8)

e -
(SS) =

(S2) =

[ MIl M12

MI3

M12

M22
0

~13
]M33

0 CE12
CE21 0

CE3i CE32

C~13
]0

Since et Low speeds, AC torque motors do not

tend to cog. Low speed, high torque. end brush-Less AC

syn hronous motors are chosen to power the robot.

Eec motor consists of a ring shaped stator and a ring

sha ed permenent magnet rotor with e Large number

,Of poLes. The rotor Is made of rare earth magnetic

mat rieL (Neodymium) bonded to a Low carbon steeL

yok with structuraL adhesive. The stator of the

mot r (With winding) Is fixed to the housing for heat

dlSSI atlon.

A CAD software has been deveLoped for dynamic

anaL sls and motor seLection. The motors are seLected

suc that they guarantee 5g acceLeration In the "worst

cas. maneuvering for the arm of a reach of over 70.4

cm. Figure 5 shows an exampLe of the output of the

CAD oftwere. In this exampLe, the robot Is moved from

M(G) - CE(6J -

[ COIl COl2

CO(B)- 0 CO22

CO31 0

CO13

]CO23
0

0
0
0

G(SJ -
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,
the Inltle~ point e -(0° -30 ° 45 O) to 1he flne~ position

of e-(t24° 32° 107°) with e1 -52(1-4t) red/sec2.

e2 -25(1-4t) red/sec2 end e'3 -25(1-4t) red/sec2.

2. The robot LInks are being made of graphlte-epOx\:I

corrlposlte materiaLs to give more structuraL
stlf ness and Less mass. The high structuraL stiffness

and Low mass of the Links aLLow for the Wide bandwidth

of t e controL system.

3. Lectronlc compLiancy has been considered for

con roL of the robot.
-
i

~~a:
0
~

APP~NDIX

l A simple ex6mpLe Is given here to show the th6t

tr6 smlsslon system does not necess6rlLy results In

Low r speed for the output Sh6ft. Consider the

foLL wing system:

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
TIME! SEC)

Motor for Joint

0.4

0.5

-
i

~a:
0.-

The Idynamlc equation describing the behavior of the

syst~m cen be represented as:

T-
i

~a:
c...

B02 t
[n I, + I2/n)

wh f e (II.RI.el) ond (I2.R2.e2 ) represent the

mo ents of Inertlo. rodlus ond ongle of eoch geor (n-

R2/ I). T Is the motor torque. It Is cleor thot the

mox mum occelerotlon Will hoppen when n Is chosen os:

n -¥ I~Figure 5: Torque Requirement on Eoch Actuator
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